Opposites Practice
Gobble Opposites

**Items used for this project:**
Grass Straight Border (CD-110072)
Turkey Cut-Outs (CD-120102)
Construction Paper
Glue or tape
Marker
Scissors

**MAKE ‘N’ TAKE: Gobble Opposites**

**Directions:**
Cut sections of the grass border so that they are about the same size as the turkey cut outs.

Cut circles out of the construction paper to place onto the grass border. Make sure they are appropriately sized so that the turkey will completely cover them. Next, cut strips from the construction paper to work as hinges. Cut the strips about 5 inches long. Fold about an inch at either end of the strip so that it forms a “Z” shape.

Write one word on the turkey cut-out and it’s opposite on the circle. Use the tape or glue to fasten the top of your “Z” hinge to the back of the turkey. Attach the other end of the “Z” hinge to the border. Glue or tape the circle or the bottom of the hinge. You’ve made a great tool for practicing opposites!

**SUGGESTED OPPOSITES:** hot/cold, in/out, up/down, open/close, front/back, first/last, happy/sad, girl/boy, big/small